Types of biosensors
This lecture highlights the salient features of electrochemical and mass-sensitive
biosensors.

1 Electrochemical sensors
These sensors employ redox reactions to quantify the amount of an analyte. The current
flowing through the system or the potential difference between the electrodes as a result
of the oxidation and reduction reactions involving the analyte are used for its
quantification in the sample. The electrochemical sensors do not suffer from the
drawbacks of optical sensors. They have more stable output, have high sensitivity, fast
response and suffer from lesser interferences. Also, it is tedious to tag the analyte with
any fluorescent label and hence electrochemical measurements are often used for sensing
applications. The various electrochemical parametes that could be monitored are:
• Conductometric measurements, which measures changes in the conductance of
the system due to the presence of the analyte
• Potentiometric measurements, which measures the electrical potential
difference between a working and reference electrode. The reference electrode is
one whose potential remains invariant during the entire duration of measurement.
The working electrode undergoes significant change in its potential even for small
changes in the analyte concentration. Potentiometric measurements are also
carried out to monitor the accumulation of charge at zero current created by
selective binding of the analyte at the electrode surface. The electrode may be
selective for certain ions or gases and these include F-, I-, CN-, Na+, K+, Ca2+, H+,
NH4+, CO2, NH3etc.
• Amperometric measurements, which involves measuring the current generated
by electrochemical oxidation or reduction of electroactive species at a constant
applied potential. Fast measurements, sensitivity (ability to sense even 10-9M
concentration) and ability to perform measurements on turbid/opaque solutions
are its advantages over conventional optical sensors. However pH-sensing
mechanisms require weakly buffered or non-buffered solutions and this is a
drawback for this category of sensors.

Did you know?...
Electrochemical sensors are one among the most popular sensors. The glucometer
that is available for quantifying glucose levels in blood samples is an electrochemical
biosensor that is based on the potentiometric principle!
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Figure 1 depicts the principle of a simple electrochemical sensor. The working electrode
is a platinum electrode that is in contact with a cellulose acetate and a polycarbonate
layer sandwiching an enzyme layer. In the presence of the sample and oxygen, the
enzyme catalyzes the redox reaction involving the analyte (enzyme substrate) and oxygen
leading to the formation of hydrogen peroxide that is detected through a change in the
current flowing through the electrode.

Fig. 1: A schematic representation of an electrochemical sensor

Use of multiple enzymes instead of a single enzyme for detection of an analyte provides
good amplification of the signal.Let us consider an example of an electrochemical sensor
employing multiple enzymesfor the detection of an analyte. A L-phenylalanine sensor
was designed using three enzymes namely L-phenylalanine dehydrogenase, salicylate
dehydrogenase and tyrosinase. The enzymes were immobilized in a carbon paste
electrode. When the sample is introduced in the system, L-phenylalanine dehydrogenase
acts upon the L-phenylalanine present in the sample and converts it to phenyl pyruvate.
During this reaction, the co-enzyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) is
converted to its reduced form NADH. The NADH formed serves as the coenzyme for the
reaction catalyzed by salicylate dehydrogenase that acts upon salicylic acid and oxygen
forming catechol. During this process, NADH is oxidized back to NAD+ that can now
involve in further reactions involving L-phenylalanine dehydrogenase. The catechol is
then oxidized into o-quinone by the enzyme tyrosinase, which is electrochemically
detected using Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The o-quinone can be converted to catechol
through reduction thereby making it available for further reaction cycles. Figure 2 gives
the reactions that are involved in this system. Where can such sensors be employed? High
levels of phenylalanine in biological fluids are an indicator of a condition known as
phenyl ketoneuria as well as hyper phenylalaninemia. This sensor can be employed to
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successfully detect even slight elevation in the levels of L-phenylalanine. A similar
concept can be employed for other types of enzyme combinations.

Fig. 2: Multi-enzyme system for the electrochemical detection of L-phenylalanine

The advantages of such coupled systems over single enzyme systems are the increased
sensitivity and the reduced interference from other species. Since ele
electrochemical
ctrochemical sensors
require an operating potential in which the analyte will be detected, it is possible that
other electroactive molecules present in the sample may also undergo redox reactions in
the operating potential thereby leading to erroneous values. In multi-enzyme systems
such as the one described above, the operating potential of the system will be low (-50
mV vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode in this case) and hence the chances of interferences
by electroactive species are less.

The type of electrode materials employed can alter the performance of the
electrochemical sensor as the electrodes (working and reference) form the heart of the
system. Also, electrochemical sensors require an electrolyte for their functioning. The
nature of the electrolyte and its concentrations are other parameters that can influence the
sensor properties. Other parameters such as reproducibility, stability and detection limit
also need to be optimized for every electrode-electrolyte combinations employed. Rapid
electron transfer at the electrode-electrolyte interface is the key to achieving fast response
times. This has been enabled in electrochemical sensors by the use of molecules
commonly referred as ‘redox mediators’ that undergo rapid reduction and oxidation and
transfer the electrons at the electrode interface. Ferrocene is a commonly employed redox
mediator. Nanoparticles of carbon nanotubes, fullerene, graphene, zinc oxide, cerium
oxide and iron oxide also have been found to serve as efficient electron transfer agents.
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2 Mass-sensitive measurements
2.1 Piezoelectric sensors
The mass-sensitive sensors use piezoelectric crystals for detection. Piezoelectric materials
are those that produce an electric signal in response to mechanical forces. Commonly
employed piezoelectric materials in sensors are the quartz crystals. In these sensors, the
crystals are made to vibrate at a specific frequency by the application of electric signal.
The oscillation frequency of the crystal depends on the applied frequency. For sensing
application, a ‘bio-capture’ layer is introduced on the surface of the crystal. The ‘biocapture’ layer consists of a biomolecule that will exhibit specific binding with the
analyte. Generally, antibodies are the most commonly employed bio-capture molecules
and such sensors are referred to as piezoelectric immunosensors. The piezoelectric
sensors are among the most sensitive biosensors available.Upon addition of the sample,
specific binding occurs between the bio-capture molecules on the sensor and the analyte
and consequently a mass change occurs leading toa subsequent changein the oscillation
frequency and production of an electric signalthat is detected.

Did you know?...
•
•
•

Piezoelectric effect was discovered in 1880 by Jacques and Pierre Curie
The domestic gas lighter is a common device employing piezoelectric effect
The first piezoelectric immunosensor was reported in 2005

The piezoelectric immunosensors have been successfully demonstrated for the ultrasensitive detection of HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) in samples. Figure 3 depicts
the principle of a typical piezoelectric immunosensor.
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Fig. 3: A piezoelectric immunosensor

2.2 Surface Plasmon resonance (SPR)-based sensors
Plasmons are described as the vibrations of the electron cloud in a molecule. These
plasmons oscillate at a particular frequency characteristic of the material. Surface
plasmons are those species of plasmons whose oscillations are confined to the surface of
the material. Generally, gold or silver surfaces are preferred for use in SPR-based
sensors. When electromagnetic radiation is allowed to fall on a metal surface (gold or
silver), at a particular angle of incidence
incidencethe
the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation
matches the frequency of the vibrations resulting in resonance (and hence the name,
surface plasmon resonance). This resonant angle depends upon the refractive index of the
medium, which inturn is determined by the local mass density on the metal surface. If the
surface of the metal film is modified with the capture molecule (antibody/receptor), then
on addition of the sample, specific binding occurs between the capture molecule and its
ligand leading to a change in the mass and hence a change in the angle for resonance.
This change can be quantified for determining the concentration of the analyte. Figure 4
depicts a schematic representation of a SPR-based sensor.

Fig. 4: An SPR-based immunosensor
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SPR-based biosensorshave been used to understand the functional aspects of human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) both qualitatively (identifying competing binding sites)
and quantitatively (kinetic, affinity and thermodynamic binding constants). CXCR4, a
chemokine receptor is one of the major HIV-1 co-receptors and is specific for gp120
protein. This receptor was incorporated into the retroviral particles and immobilized on
the surface of the metal film in an SPR-based sensor. In the presence of gp120, binding
occurs and the resonant angle changes due to the change in refractive index, which is then
quantified. Advantages of this technique include rapid measurements and high sensitivity.
One of the major disadvantages is that turbid solutions cannot be used for detection. In
some cases, small ligands may interfere with the binding.

3 Calorimetric Sensors
Calorimetric sensors (Note the spelling; Colorimetric sensors will refer to optical
sensors!!), involve the measurement of heat that is generated in an enzymatic reaction
(Calorie: unit of heat; Calorimetric: Measurement of heat). These sensors typically
utilize thermistors that transform heat generated (or lost) during a reaction into an
electrical signal.The analyte is the substrate for the enzyme.Figure 4 shows a typical setup of a calorimetric sensor.

Fig. 4: A calorimetric sensor

The entire sensing set-up is surrounded by an insulated jacket to ensure no loss of heat
generated during the reaction. The enzyme is immobilized in a packed bed column that is
placed in the centre of the insulated chamber. The sample is allowed to pass through a
coiled column of aluminum that serves as a heat exchanger to ensure uniform
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temperature of the sample entering the reaction chamber. A thermistor is placed at the
inlet of the reactor containing the immobilized enzyme and another thermistor is placed
at the exit of the reactor to measure the temperature after the conversion of the substrate
to product. A thermistor records temperature changes by altering its resistance. Higher
temperatures will causereduction in the resistance of the thermistor. The difference in
resistance between thermistors located at the entry and exit points to the reactor is
recorded as a measure of the temperature change produced as a result of the passage of
the sample.
Though the concept of calorimetric sensor is appealing, there are several disadvantages
that have curtailed its widespread use. The necessity of maintaining an insulated jacket to
prevent loss of heat by radiation makes the system bulky. The sensitivity depends on the
accuracy of the thermistors employed. Generally, the sensitivity of calorimetric sensors is
very low. The sample volume required for obtaining a detectable difference in
temperature is large. Periodic replacement of the enzymeis also required. Table 1 gives
the list of enzymes, their substrates and the enthalpy change accompanying the reaction
catalyzed by these enzymes.

Table 1: List of enzymes with their substrate and enthalpy change

Enzyme

Substrate

Catalase
Glucose oxidase
Penicillinase
Urease
Cholesterol oxidase
Uricase
Invertase
Trypsin
Amylase
Chymotrypsin

Hydrogen peroxide
Glucose
Penicillin G
Urea
Cholesterol
Uric acid
Sucrose
Peptides
Starch
Esters

Heat output ∆H (kJ /mol)
100
80
67
61
53
49
20
10 - 30
8
4 - 16

If many enzyme reactions that are exothermic can be coupled in a single system, then the
total heat change will be high thereby increasing the sensitivity of the sensor. Figure 5
depicts a series of enzyme-catalyzed exothermic reactions that can be employed to detect
glucose content in a sample.
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Fig. 5: Multiple enzyme-coupled reactions used for detection of glucose
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